Isolation Times!
A Pandemic Special!

Isolation Week 04

Your weekly pictorial antidote to the global pandemic

Welcome to the fourth edition of Isolation Times!
Who’d have though it? I have to keep this up for at least another three
weeks. It’s not going to be easy as I’m fast running out of new walks
around Ledbury and of other pictorial ideas for the photo-journal.
In order to continue I’m going to need contributions, so please send in your
photos and text to my email address mike@brynbank.com. I’m keen to expand the content to include a range of topics that you are happy to share.
The new sections of ‘Firsts’, and ‘Specials’ need developing with more ideas
and maybe a contribution for a ‘Where in the World?’ quiz with a photograph or two and some teasing descriptions? Or maybe Trains, Boats &
Planes? Our gardens? All ideas are welcome! And please keep them coming!
We’ve done a couple of recce walks in anticipation of being bolder in the
future, with the first being towards British Camp. There is so much wonderful countryside at our fingertips (or is ‘under our boots’ more fitting?) that
we are lucky enough to be able to explore in these difficult times. But we
need more ideas for local walks around Ledbury—can you offer some ideas?
Since the sun keeps shining I’m tasked to paint the summerhouse this coming week, so your contributions are all the more important.
Thanks for reading this journal and I hope you enjoy the pictures!
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A RECCE WALK TOWARDS BRITISH CAMP
We decided to take a planning walk from Ledbury to British Camp by way of
Kilbury Camp and the Ridgeway. There is little to show what was the original
form of this work and the conclusion is that it is not Iron Age. All that now
remains are some fragmentary portions of slight bank which, in its best preserved part, shows faint signs of ditch on either side. The hilltop is situated
to command the gap leading down to Ledbury, and is visible from Wall Hills
Camp, Herefordshire Beacon and Midsummer Hill.

Our first views opened up from the top of Kilbury looking across extensive
views to the Malverns and down to Lower Mitchell Farm. Our route was
down the hill and through the gate at the bottom-left of the photo below.
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The footpath drops down to the A449 and crossing the road at the ‘Malvern
Hills Vintage’ emporium, to continue along a well-defined track towards the
distant Ridgway, passing a massive field this nasty yellow stuff, already almost fully out. Where’s our Green and Pleasant Land?

We crossed over the railway using the Pump House Overbridge (I can’t find
anything about this—can you?), following the track down into the valley.
There is a little stream that rises locally and eventually empties into the lake
at Eastnor estate. Did they pump water from this for a farm or something?
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The rising ground then peaked at a large field where we stood and watched
for some time a one-man ploughing demonstration.
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We saw some lambs behind baars! [Ouch—sorry]

Look, we’re
socially
isolated
too!
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Then, turning around, we saw our very first bluebell glade, just at the very
end of Sitch Wood. Seeing how far advanced the flowers are made us realise
that we need to walk the Top Path again in Frith. A plan for next week!

The path then continues from the woods, descending into a valley toward
the Ridgway beyond. The path does not follow a ridge, but skirts the woodland behind Chances Pitch (hidden out of view away to the left) before rising
steeply to British Camp (Herefordshire Beacon). But this was quite enough!
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FIRSTS!

María de Montserrat Viviana Concepción Caballé i Folch (just plain Montserrat
Caballé to you and me) wrote in saying that the lilac has just appeared in
her Ledbury garden! The Rupert Brooke poem The Old Vicarage, Grantchester (written in a cafe in Germany) is a favourite of hers and of anyone born
in Cambridgeshire.
Just now the lilac is in bloom, / All before my little room;
And in my flower-beds, I think, / Smile the carnation and the pink;
And down the borders, well I know, / The poppy and the pansy blow . . .
Rupert Brooke, born 1887 in Rugby, was a national hero even before his
death in 1915 at the age of 27. In the decades after World War I, however,
critics reacted against the Brooke legend by calling his verse foolishly naive
and sentimental. Yet it is unabashed patriotism and has a graceful lyricism.
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A fabulous Cornus nuttallii in a front garden. Also the first Laburnum and
Peony, spotted along our walks around Ledbury.
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SPECIALS
To kick this section off, Anna Netrebko sent in the photograph of a massive
Acer palmatum dissectum in her garden. [We Saw Anna at Vienna State
Opera about 10 years ago in La Traviata and were not impressed. Her coloratura was all over the place and she flunked the high ‘C’ at the very end of
act I. Very disappointed!] But it’s a stunning photograph nevertheless!
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A WALK AROUND LITTLE FRITH
Renee Fleming emailed to give details of her recent walk around Little Frith.

A lovely Pulsatilla flowers in the garden of Little Frith
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Thank you, Renee. Can we have more adventures next week?
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A WALK THROUGH QUARRY PLANTATION
The walk through Quarry Plantation starts at the stile at Four Ways, the
crossroads at Cut Throat Lane and Upper Hall Farm lane.
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Once upon a time the field was a mass of cowslips; few now remain. Following the path along the edge of Malvern Hills AONB, hugging the lane hedge,
we ventured across the open field and into the plantation, down a very steep
bank with steps, down to the dark and secret old quarry access road.
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The whole of Upper Hall Farm Quarry And Grassland that surround Stoney
Hill is listed as a SSSI and in the Geological Conservation Review, which is
designed to identify those sites of national and international importance
needed to show all the key scientific elements of the geological and geomorphological features of Britain. Unfortunately, to the untrained eye, it’s just a
muddy sunken lane with lots of vegetation. So much so, that it takes a hardy
sole to climb the bank to high ground overlooking the quarry face, which is
overgrown and difficult to access. Does anyone know the purpose of the
quarry, was it to supply stone for the railway (it’s close to the tunnel) or for
the new Worcester road? If you know the answer then please email me
mike@brynbank.com. I can make a feature in next week’s edition.

Anyway, once you climb out of the muddy lane, following the designated
footpath, you rise up again following a nib of high ground with Stony Hill
field on your left (which drops dramatically down to the new Worcester
coaching road) and on the right the old pack-horse road way down below.
Then the path drops and deposits you almost opposite the lower Upper Hall
lodge where you follow LR33 back to Green Lane and Upperfields.
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There are extensive views along the path behind the lodge on the way up to
Green Lane. Phoenix house is just visible in the distance above the hedge.
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The spire of St. Michaels and All Angels soars above Upper Hall houses.

Well, that all I have for this week, I could really do with some contributions
for Week 5! And suggestions for walks around Ledbury that I’ve not yet covered? There must be more that I haven’t discovered yet—please let me
know. Email me at mike@brynbank.com. Thanks in anticipation!
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